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Money Management in Blackjack. Money management for basic strategy is also not applicable for card
counting, thus what we are about to discuss is only suited for players who employ basic strategy. Money
management in blackjack does not involve setting goals for profit or determining loss limits, neither does

it circle around raising or reducing your bets (progression or regression betting). What money
management in basic strategy does is to help you achieve the greatest return per dollar gambled .

Proper money management calls for a plan of action that involves the player's bankroll, his risk of ruin
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(losing all of his money), and what results he strives to achieve. Good money management tells the
player how much money he needs to have at disposal in order to avoid ruin at a sustainable level of risk
over a number of hands. In blackjack, progression betting simply does not work because it cannot take
the house's advantage away. Thus, progression systems, such as the Martingale progression (doubling

down after each lost hand until you win a hand which offsets all the previous losses) are deemed useless.
In blackjack, what matters is what cards have already been dealt and what cards are still in the deck ,
which directly affects the players' win probability. Progression betting is lucrative for games where the

player has a positive win expectation but in blackjack, the player is always in disadvantage to the house.
Thus, in the long term, he will always lose the amount of money he bets times the percentage of negative

expectation. Progression betting will not turn that around. However, keep in mind that blackjack is a
game of probability (chance), which means that very often, even predominantly, you will fail to play to
expectations, rather find your game somewhere in the range of the standard variation . You may earn
better return than expected, or you can fall short of it, and the more you play, thus the larger the data

sample becomes, the closer you will get to the expected results . Calculations. Each casino game has a
Standard Deviation number, for blackjack it is 1.14 per hand. To find the standard deviation for a
particular game session, or a trip to a casino, you will need to do some very simple calculations: 
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